of Particles &i tted in Nuclear Reacti~ns 11 was held in Gatlinburg, T'e"nne~see ·theory "Was touched upon at some . . Point, with excursions into atomic physics · ·... . and high-energy physics. Tl)e conference was fascinating because of' the uni ver;;,; <., · · sali ty of the subject being discussed and unusual because while most of the · ·..-,. ...
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· :Body ~oblem.
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The three-body problem is the most· celebrated of all dynamicai .... · ;' · · and interference effects will appear to complicate or in'some cases assist the interpretation.
I :
1>. Swan, of :the R.ice U~iversity, described a theo::r:y. of sequential decay . · . · 'processes vhich had been derived \>y Phillips, Gtif:t'y and Bi:denharn by modifying .
. the well-knovn .final-state-interaction theory of. Watson. The theory enables one, in sequential processes, to derive the decay behavior of the system from the cross-sections for·elastic scattering of the tvo interacting particles, · vhich can be measured in a separate experiment. This approach typifies ·the . purpose of these studies 'and is essential since even in. a sequential process
..
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·This is a s~gestion of cqnsiderabl~ significance for our understanding o~ nuclea.:t' ~tiona:: ~ci it is to. be hoped that it will be followed . .. -. . · ..
R. H. Da.).itz of the Clarendon
. cannot be studied because the counting-rates become too low but they cannot be excluded and produce an unwelcome background in the ·energy· spe~tra • . '
-:·there is hope: one method app:I:icable for three-body processes was described by · E. Norbeck of the University ot. Iowa who showed results obtained using a new · · :~ type of· solid-state detector which is sensitive to the location at which a.
particle enters it. . .
There was discussion ~bo·u~ wheth~r the. averaging ;rocedm.e does not .
•. . ·· · · · · ' · . physics experiment desj,gned to test it thall by the :l.aboriou.s accumulation of , · .
. .
· · : sufficient data at high energies to reveal ·an effect which might at the end · ~ .. ·be negligible.
•.
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The unity of nuclear and high-energy physics was emphasized by ~he speakers~· . . target deuteron is broken up and its· neutron is le:rt stationary iri the labora-;
' .
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